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IAMIC was able to implement its activities thanks to the generous support
of the European Union and the Flemish Government.
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Foreword from Susanna Eastburn, President of IAMIC

2013 was a productive year for IAMIC. As our members have continued to evolve and keep pace with
external developments, so too has IAMIC made a decisive shift to becoming a more inclusive,
innovative and open network covering a broad spectrum of the music industry. IAMIC continued
in 2013 its role as a catalyser of exchanges, collaborations and development initiatives
between the members, and with other cultural partners. It also proceeded with organising on an
international level, conferences, exchange programmes, publications, research, and fundraising
activities.
With the huge co-operative potential offered by a dynamic international network, IAMIC
continued to provide an international context and profile for the members and their activities and to
encourage and facilitate international access to information, materials and products provided by the
members. Through the IAMIC network, members collaborated to increase their impact, activities and
skills. IAMIC also worked to bring new members into the network and was pleased to welcome new
members The Ukrainian Composers Society (Ukraine) and the Tongyeong International
Music Festival Foundation (South Korea).
In order to sustain, promote and act as an advocate for cultural diversity and artistic mobility in
Europe and beyond, IAMIC continued to deepen and to enhance its activities in 2013. With
38 members from 36 countries, IAMIC is a strong and well-established network of organisations with
important national roles in their home countries and regions and therefore ideally placed to work
together to expand their artistic, cultural, social and economic impact. By building bridges between its
members, creating networking opportunities through the organisation of conferences and meetings,
and supporting and enhancing the visibility of projects that underline these objectives, IAMIC creates
an international landscape where pathways to information about music are continually enhanced to
provide users with the highest possible level of access.
IAMIC improved substantially its Exchange Programme in 2011 with beneficial results in
2012 and 2013. England, Wales, Iceland and USA participated in the programme in 2013. It
facilitated collaboration and helped to build sustainable partnerships between the participants, as well
as enabling the transfer of skills and knowledge and sharing of best practice..
The Annual Conference of IAMIC, held every year in cooperation with one or more members, was
again a success. In 2013 the Meeting took place in two cities in two countries, Bratislava
(Slovakia), and Vienna (Austria) in cooperation with Music Centre Slovakia and Music Austria
(MICA). A co-operation also took place with the ISCM World Music Days which had an overlapping
schedule in the same cities, increasing the number of international delegates and attendees at the
programme of performances and symposia. The advantages of this collaboration between the two
networks in terms of increasing international visitors, profile and public benefit were noted, and a
similar partnership will continue in 2014 in Wroclaw, Poland.
Discussions and debates were held around the conference topic “Success in music – selfcommitment or claim of the Market?”, presented by inspiring speakers. IAMIC presented and
debated also its strategy for 2014-16 which will see the network focus on priorities including:
developing exchange projects for professional networking and upskilling; developing exchange
projects to build the transnational market and facilitate public access to a wider range of music;
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building a framework for collecting and analysing data about our members and our industry; opening
up the network to increase the benefit we offer.
IAMIC continued further its work on Music Monitor, an initiative between the members to gather
comparable data about music life in Europe and beyond. It aims at providing annual statistics
monitoring musical life, for use in benchmarking and in research and planning by governmental
authorities, cultural operators and funding bodies. The project is implemented in cooperation with the
Pantheon University of Athens, Greece and the MINSTREL project. Our ambition is to create a
dynamic, relevant, useful and sustainable Music Observatory for Europe and beyond. We do not
under-estimate the scale of this task but also believe that our members are well placed to make it
possible, given their national roles and also the breadth of countries that IAMIC covers. Currently
IAMIC is developing a project plan and seeking funds to enable this to become a fully-fledged
project in the European context. As a first step towards gathering comparable data, we continue
to conduct our annual survey of our members which also offers valuable insight into the different
national contexts, funding, and the reach of our network.
Through the MINSTREL Project, led by the Institute for Research on Music and Acoustics (our
member in Greece), 11 members benefited through being able to expand their national and
international activities through a close co-operation with each other.
IAMIC also increased its presence at a number of international cultural events, trade fairs and
meetings including WOMEX, Classical Next and MIDEM. We also participated in the plenary meeting of
the platform “Access to Culture”, leading to potential co-operations and partnerships with other
networks in the future.
2013 was also the year when we saw our much-admired President, Ol’ga Smetanova, stand down
from the Board after six years of strong leadership through many challenges and successes. On behalf
of my Board and all the IAMIC members, we would like to thank Ol’ga for her commitment to IAMIC
and for the many positive developments of IAMIC under her leadership. As her successor, I feel
honoured to be elected as President, and have inherited strong strategic foundations and a working
culture to help IAMIC continue to thrive and evolve in the future. I would like also to thank the other
retiring Board members in 2013 and to welcome those who have joined the Board with me.
As a conclusion, we can proudly say that 2013 was a successful year for IAMIC. We also thrived in the
last stage of the three-year agreement with the European Union, which framework has been central to
the development and increased impact of the network. We remain grateful to the EU and also to the
generous support of the Flemish Government which enables us to base the hub of our activities in
Brussels.
With the formulation of a focused set of strategic priorities, and ambitions to use our strong and
active network to increase the artistic, cultural, social and economic impact of music through
transnational co-operation, we are looking forward to applying for support from the EU over the
coming period, to ensure our sustainability and growth for the following years.

Susanna Eastburn
President of IAMIC
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IAMIC Board & Office as of November 2013

Name
Susanna Eastburn
Edward Harsh
Kostas Moschos

Function
President
Vice-President
Treasurer

Michalis
Karakatsanis
Urs Schnell
Laure MarcelBerlioz

Secretary

Miroslaw Pudlák
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Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Music information Center
Sound and Music, UK
New Music USA
IEMA, Greek Music Information
Centre, Greece
Cyprus Music Information
Centre
Suisa Foundation
Cdmc – Centre de
documentation de la musique
contemporaine
Czech Music Information
Centre, Czech Republic

Term
2013- 2015, 1st Term
2013-2015, 1st Term
2012 - 2015, 3nd Term
2010-2013, 1st
Term
2013-2015, 1st Term
2013 – 2015, 3rd Term
2012-2014, 3rd Term

IAMIC Secretariat as of January 1st 2013
IAMIC Secretariat

An-Heleen De
Greef
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Executive Manager

1 August 2011 – present

IAMIC Committees and Working Groups

Communication Working Group - Chaired by Frank J. Oteri (New Music USA) with:
Jonathan Grimes
Eva Planková
Lisbeth Risnes
Magdalena Dobrowolska

Contemporary Music Centre Ireland
Music Centre Slovakia
Music Information Centre Norway
Music Information Centre Poland

Research & Analysis Committee
Stef Coninx
Eva Planková
Franz Hergovich
Kristin Danielsen
Margot Walscheid
Caterina Santi
Frank J. Oteri

Flanders Music Centre
Music Centre Slovakia
Music Centre Austria
Music Centre Norway
Music Centre Germany
Music Centre Italy
New Music USA
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Meetings IAMIC

5.1 Winter meeting
Nice, France
January 25th 2013

The IAMIC Winter Meeting was first held in 2005 in Nice because many directors and staff of member
organisations were attending and participating at MIDEM in Cannes. We may review this in the future
but nonetheless recognise the value of bringing members together outside the Annual Meeting.
The 2013 Winter Meeting was a good opportunity to evaluate and reflect on the work that had
taken place since the General Assembly in June 2012.
IAMIC was also proud to present its new brochure, also made available in digital form. It is an
effective tool to raise awareness about IAMIC and to inform potential new members about the work of
IAMIC and its members.
IAMIC also reviewed the activities of its three committees. The Communication Committee,
chaired by Frank J. Oteri, (New Music USA), meets every month on a google hang out to discuss
communication matters related to IAMIC and its members. An agenda and minutes are available for
each meeting. The Research Committee, chaired by Fiona Goh and Frank J. Oteri, (New Music
USA), has been meeting regularly on the topic of Music Monitor. An agenda and minutes are also
available for each meeting. The Technology, innovation and software group is a platform on
Facebook with members of MICs dealing with technology, innovation and software to exchange
information on these topics.
Feedback was given from IAMIC’s presence at international events:






Womex 2012, Thessaloniki, Greece. IAMIC had a stand and informed about the association
as well as on the MICs, and met potential members for the association;
Forum of Cultural Diplomacy and Music, London, UK. IAMIC presented the association
and its exchange programme;
Capacity-building workshop for music organisations in the Mediterranean, Limassol,
Cyprus.
IAMIC became member of Ana Lindt Foundation to facilitate contacts with Arab Countries;
Informal meeting with Secretary Generals form different International
Associations in Valetta, Malta. Discussions were held about the practical consequences of
Creative Europe for international associations, the next steps to take for international
associations and also practical issues that associations are dealing with on a daily basis.

A report was presented on the IAMIC Office Exchange Programme 2012, including its continuous
improvement such as matching more closely the demands of the participants and the supply of the
hosts. The overall evaluation was very positive.
As ever, one of the most valuable sessions of the Meeting was the opportunity to hear the most
recent news from the membership and get updates on specific happenings in their organisations,
including sharing interesting developments. Besides, there was an evaluation of the Annual Meeting
2012 in Greece and the Annual Reports of the members.
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IAMIC invited interesting speakers from the membership and outside the membership to speak about
the following topics: Changing Contexts: the Case of merging and Structural Changes, Importance of
Data-gathering, and Digitilisation and Innovation.

For the first topic, Kristin Danielsen, former Director of Music Centre Norway explained the
history of the merger of Music Information Centre Norway and Music Export and the consequences for
the former Music Centre Norway. The new Director, Katrine Synnes Finnskog spelled out her
expectations for the new Music Norway. Hendrik Adreasen from Culture Agency Denmark,
explained yet another type of merger. He illustrated how the Danish Agency for Culture

established in 2012, merged from three agencies, the Agency for Arts, for Libraries and
media, and for Cultural Heritage. Finally Frank J. Oteri from new Music USA, discussed the
merger that led to the creation of New Music USA an organisation that has advocacy for new music
and for composers at its heart.
For the second topic, Fiona Goh, the researcher commissioned to do an initial feasibility
study for Music Monitor, presented her work to the members along with recommendations for next
steps.. Jean Cook from Future of Music Coalition made a striking presentation on “An Exciting
New Data Set About US Musicians and Composers.” The presentation gave a concise overview on
revenue streams for artists in the US while introducing themes such as Roles Musicians play and
Teammates, Radio Airplay, Musicians and Technology, and Copyright Income.
For the last topic, Susanna Eastburn from Sound and Music gave a short presentation about how she
had been brought in as a new Chief Executive to rebuild the organisation following almost complete
organisational failure. In five months she had rebuilt the image and profile of the organisation, as well
as driving innovations such as a much more effective use of social media (increasing Twitter followers
from 8,000 to 18,000 in two months) to build a community of interest. She also presented a coherent
framework of activity including talent development, audience development and work in education.
Besides these thematic presentations, Ol’ga Smetanová, Slovak Music Centre, and and Barbara
Svrljuga, Slovenian Music information Centre, presented their views on the organisation of the Annual
meeting respectively in 2013 and 2014.
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5.2 General Assembly – IAMIC Annual meeting – Annual Conference
Bratislava, Slovakia | 8 – 10 November 2013
Vienna, Austria | 11 – 13 November
(See Annex I: Conference Proceedings and Programme)

The IAMIC Annual Meeting and Conference are organised every year by one or more members in
cooperation with IAMIC. It attracts operators in music documentation and promotion, managers, as
well as researchers, composers and musicians. In 2013 two countries cooperated (Austria and
Slovakia) in preparing a rich programme with the topic “Success in music – self-commitment or
claim of the Market?
Both in Bratislava (Slovakia) and Vienna (Austria) the events coincided with the ISCM World
Music Days with many interesting concerts in Vienna and Košice (Slovakia), European Capital of
Culture, and the Melos-Ethos Festival in Bratislava with IAMIC/ISCM concerts and numerous
other concerts of contemporary music throughout the city.
The IAMIC business meetings were organised by Music Centre Slovakia. IAMIC was happy to
welcome Finnish Composer Kaija Saariaho as an honoured guest (and featured composer of the
Melos-Ethos Festival). In a specially convened IAMIC/ISCM interview, she talked about the role of
Music Information Centres in the life of a composer, and more specifically about the role it played in
her own career as a composer. She also offered valuable insights into her own experiences as a
younger composer.
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A public conference was organised in Vienna by mica - music austria. It offered a wide variety of
presentations and roundtables lead by renowned speakers around the theme “What factors make
music successful?”. It gave new insights in how success can be measured in different musical
genres through charts, competitions, etc., the role of digital devices as agents for success,
benchmarks for music information centers, what does success mean in the field of arts?, and many
other interesting topics were addressed. The outcomes helped stakeholders to have a clearer view on
what success really implies in the field of music and the arts and how it could be attained.

a.

Annual Meeting

The Annual Meeting was divided into 7 Business Sessions each dedicated to a specific theme. The
first Business Session provided the opportunity to the members to give a small presentation on
important events in their Music Information Centre and to inform everybody on their financial
situation. The second session was dedicated to the presentation of the analysis of the MIC Reports
and other IAMIC matters such as the IAMIC budget 2013 and the EU application for 2014 – 2017, and
the forthcoming Board elections, partnerships with other organisations, and the applications of new
members.
During the third session members of IAMIC and ISCM had the opportunity to meet with the
organisers and Directors of successful Slovak Festivals and Orchestras. Pohoda (Michal
Kaščák), Slovak Philharmonic (Ivan Marton), Radio Symphony Orchestra (Mário Košík), Konvengencie
(Jozef Lupták), and Next (Slavo Krekovič). All shared their experiences with the members followed by
an animated debate. The fourth Business Session was about “Music Monitor project on the way to
its success”, the research project IAMIC started almost a year ago. Professor George Michael from
Pantheon University, Athens and Kostas Moschos (IEMA) talked about the new developments of the
project. A new questionnaire was presented to the members and they could give their comments on
this.
The fifth session took place the next day and was a joint session with the ISCM featuring an
interview with Kaija Saariaho, mentioned above. Franz Hergovich from mica chaired the sixth
session. An-Heleen De Greef (IAMIC) first gave an explanation on the 2014-2016 IAMIC strategy
outline. Afterwards Franz Hergovich shared the main points of the discussions that took place during
the IAMIC Board about what they believed to be the main objectives and and activities of IAMIC in the
future. This was followed by an important debate where the members could express their view on
what should be the objectives and activities of IAMIC. This also laid the basis for a new strategic plan
for IAMIC.
A final Business Session, chaired by Elisabeth Bihl, was dedicated to the successes and failures of
IAMIC members. Henk Heuvelmans (Gaudeamus Muziekweek) shared his views on the new
situation of Gaudeamus. Bèr Deuss (Albersen verhuur bv/Deuss Music), former member of IAMIC,
gave an interesting view on the music publishing business. Laure Marcel-Berlioz (CDMC), talked
about the new web portal of CDMC, and finally, Susanna Eastburn (Sound and Music), inspired
the members with Sound and Music’s project “Minute of Listening”. The aims of this project were
to enable every primary school child to experience the richness and diversity the world of music and
sound has to offer, to promote a culture of curious, active and reflective listening in schools, to
introduce music and sound as a stimulus for analytical thinking and imaginative enquiry, and to create
a daily opportunity for experiential learning, group discussion and conceptual exploration. She
demonstrated the practical application of the project – a software application that plays exactly one
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minute of music or sound, followed by structured questioning, and also explained its broader positive
impact on children and its application in non-specialist contexts and with non-specialist teachers.

b.

Annual Conference: Success in Music – Self-Commitment or claim of the market

At the Annual Conference, speakers addressed the proposed subject “Success in Music – SelfCommitment or Claim of the Market” from a broad perspective. They each gave their answer on
the questions: Is music successful when it is appreciated by as many people as possible? Or when it
conveys a certain stand-point? How is success measured in different genres (number of listeners,
awards, competitions, charts)? Should music be brought to a specific audience or should an audience
be picked up where it is? No matter what genre or intention – the presence on stage has become just
as important as the digital world.
Dieter Haselbach (Socialogist, Consultant of ICG Deutschland, Berlin), started the Annual
Conference with a brilliant opening statement about the interplay between politics, economics,
and the arts. Scerstine Puddu (Consultancy Unicon, Austria) presented her view on benchmarks
for music information centers. This was followed by a presentation of Franz Kasper Krönig
(Sociologist and Musicologist, Universtiy Cologne) on how to measure success in different
genres through charts competitions, etc. The morning session was closed by a Round Table,
Success in different musical genres, evaluation, through media, awards, competitions.
Andreas Felber moderated the debate with Bill Drummond (artist, United Kingdom), Franz
Kasper Krönig, David Keenan (Journalist, The Wire, United Kingdom), and Bèr Deuss (Albersen
verhuur bv/Deuss Music, The Netherlands).
The Conference continued in the afternoon with Karim Fanous (Music Ally, United Kingdom), who
talked about Web Services as Agents for Success. This was followed by a presentation of David
Keenan on Success in different genres and media. The Conference was closed by an animated
Round table chaired by Dorothee Frank on What does success mean in the field of the arts?
Is the aim to please a broad audience or to convey a special message? with Gerald Bast
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(Rector of the University of Applied Arts Vienna, Austria), Roland Innerhofer ( literary Academic),
and Heinrich von Kalnein (Saxophonist, University for Music and Performing Arts Graz.
Results:





c.

Understanding of the broader meaning of Success in Music;
Exchange of best practices among the participants from Europe and beyond;
Deeper understanding of diverse perspectives through interactions;
Increased inter-cultural exchange and dialogue centred on conference theme.

Melos-Ethos Festival and Wien Modern

Besides the organization of the Annual Meeting, the General Assembly and the Annual Conference, a
rich programme of public performances were presented within the framework of the Melos- Ethos
Festival in Bratislava, Slovakia, and Wien Modern, Vienna, Austria. Members attended many
interesting and innovative concerts of contemporary music, which also offered valuable networking
opportunities with other international guests and audiences.

d.

Board Meetings

In 2013, IAMIC had four telephone conferences and four board meetings in person. The Board
meetings in person took place at the following occasions: one that preceded the Winter Meeting in
Nice (January 2013), one during Classical Next (May 2013), one that preceded the Annual Meeting in
Slovakia (November 2013), and one after the General Assembly in Austria (November 2013).
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During the Board Meetings particular attention was paid to the strategy of IAMIC for the following
years as well as to the further development of the organisation in the framework of the Creative
Europe Programme.

6

IAMIC Activities

6.1 IAMIC Exchange Programme
(See Annex II: Report Exchange Programme 2013)
The IAMIC Office Exchange Program gives members the opportunity to experience other working
realities and environments, from the first hand, through practical learning experience. Members
acquire new skills and knowledge and build up sustainable partnerships through participative
observation.
The 2013 Office Exchange Programme was again a success, as one could conclude from the reports
drafted by its participants and hosts. It was a “win-win” situation. Colleagues participating in the
programme made themselves familiar with the competencies and expertise of the hosting MIC, while
the hosting MIC learned from the participating MIC. Furthermore, the Programme is a way of building
bridges, between colleagues, IAMIC members, music cultures and music life, cities and countries. And
finally, the Exchange Programme serves as a co-ordinating hub for members and enables the
transnational exchange of members’ activities, skills and expertise.

Participants
Name participant
Caio Higginson
Signý Leifsdottir
Kealy Cozens

Sending Organisation
Tŷ Cerdd, Wales
Iceland Music information
Centre
Sound and Music, England

Hosting organisation
New Music USA
Sound and Music, England
New Music USA

Time period
All the exchanges took place from September to December 2013. The duration of the exchange was
maximum 5 working days.
The evaluation and reporting on the exchange are focused on the skills acquired and the lessons
learned as well as interesting experiences. The results are shared with all the MICs so as to optimize
the results and create a multiplier effect.

Testimony from host
“As in previous years, we remain firmly committed to participating in the IAMIC Office Exchange
Programme. The one-week staff exchange is an extraordinary opportunity to foster direct contact
between people on staff at organizations who are part of the IAMIC network. It helps foster a greater
awareness of how similar organizations based in different countries deal with similar issues and also
creates a greater connectivity between the members of IAMIC overall. After many years of
participating in the programme both as a guest and a host, this year we accepted the unprecedented
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challenge of hosting two guests. As the two participating guests have very different interests and
work in very different areas at their respective music information centres, the exchanges were actually
quite different. It proved to be a fascinating experience and one which I believe enriched everyone
here as much as our guest.” New Music USA
Testimony from participants:
“It is a unique opportunity to experience a different culture within the music industry. Creates links for
future projects and is a fantastic opportunity to hear music from that particular country.” Tŷ Cerdd
“I have so many ideas after my visit on how to run my organisation in a more efficient way, so that it
truly benefits composers and new music.” Icelandic Music information Centre
Film Footage from the experience: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_bG3osA0XQ
Results:









New skills, knowledge and expertise on documentation and promotion of music adopted;
Reflection on one’s own work, methods, projects by comparison with host IAMIC member;
Transnational mobility of arts workers increased
International dimension brought in activities at the national/regional level
Good insight into the impact of international developments and IAMIC activities gained;
Support to member organizations in implementing new experiences in their daily work
achieved;
Collaboration and build up sustainable partnerships between member organizations and IAMIC
improved;
New common projects in the field of music, art and culture promoted and developed.

6.2 Composers Award
Košice, Bratislava, Slovakia and Vienna, Austria.
4 - 14 November 2013
The ISCM – IAMIC award was inaugurated in 2002 and is presented each year to a selected
composer under 35. The award consists of a special commission to write a new work to be
premiered at the next ISCM World Music Days Festival. .
The 2013 Award was judged by a distinguished panel of international delegates appointed by the
ISCM consisting of Stephen Lias, Alper Maral and David Pay who selected the Japanese composer
Yasunoshin Morita for his work The History of Songs & Words. The work for choir was
performed as part of the 2013 ISCM World Music Days on November 13 in the Mittlerer Saal of the
Urania Observatory in Vienna by Camerata Silesia Katowice conducted by Anna Szostak. Extended
techniques and layered textures created an inherent velocity, and the power of the piece was
reflected in the audience's enthusiastic response.
Results:




Career development and increased transnational mobility for the selected composer through
targeted promotion
Broad visibility of the composer and its work through performances and broadcasting in
Europe and internationally.
Closer partnership between IAMIC / ISCM Networks
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6.3 Music Monitor
Brussels, Belgium
1 January – 31 December 2013
The aim of Music Monitor is to gather and collate annual statistics monitoring music life, for use by
governmental authorities, cultural operators, IAMIC members, and their national or regional
professional networks.
Common themes have been defined to gather relevant comparable data between countries and from
one year to another. IAMICs member, IEMA, integrated the project as part of its MINSTREL project in
partnership with Pantheon University, Athens, Greece.
This project is important because it makes comparable data about music life in different countries
available to inform policy-makers, governments, organisations themselves and thus to improve
performance and public benefit. It is ambitious in scope and scale and thus funding is now being
sought to take it beyond the initial pilot phase and feasibility work already undertaken.
Results:





The project became part of the MINSTREL project under the lead of the Greek Music
Information Centre (IEMA).
Partnership with Pantheon University consolidated
A first questionnaire with specific priorities in the music field was prepared
Possible partners identified.

6.4 Composer Diaspora Project
Brussels, Belgium - Dublin, Ireland - New York, USA
1 January 2013 – 31 December 2013

The Composer Diaspora Project is an online database completed by the members of IAMIC containing
information on foreign composers residing in a specific country. It enables to connect these
composers with the local music scene through the Music Information Centers. They play an
intermediary role between the artist and radio stations or concert venues/managers.
Results:





Enhanced circulation of music works and artists from different countries and their contribution
to the country they are currently living in.
Greater visibility for European and international artists within a specific country.
Enable exchange among international composers
Emerging picture of the extent of trans-national influences on the creation and performance of
musical works

6.5 Membership Development Programme
Brussels, Belgium
14

1 January 2013 – 31 December 2013
The purpose of the Membership Development is twofold, on the one hand it aims at extending the
IAMIC Network and on the other hand at strengthening the current network.
The extension of the IAMIC Network can be achieved through active participation in focused
conferences, seminars and fairs, research about existing IAMIC members in and outside Europe and
disseminating a tool kit among interested organisations that wish to set up a music centre.
The strengthening of existing IAMIC members is achieved through the support of the members in
their activities, projects such as the Exchange Programme that stimulate the mobility of the members
and facilitate the exchange of expertise, information and good practices, and the Annual Conferences
and Meetings that unite the members and expose them to innovative practices, ideas and music forms
and facilitate the flow of information and the creation of new projects. In addition, the annual Member
Survey gathers important data about each member in order to better understand and benchmark the
membership, and thus drive improvement and public benefit.
Results:







Facilitation of the exchange of expertise, information and good practices through the
strengthening of existing MICs achieved through the support of the members in their
activities, and projects
IAMIC Network gradually extended through active participation in focused conferences,
seminars and fairs, research about existing MICs in and outside the European Union: target
countries inside the European Union are Bulgaria, Romania and Malta. Target countries within
European Union Accession countries are Macedonia, Albania and Montenegro. On-going
contacts outside Europe are Singapore, Mexico, Paraguay, South Korea, China, Mauritius,
Jamaica.
Annual Member Survey including a questionnaire gathered important information about the
members and about IAMIC’s reach
Brochure with more information to become a member achieved

6.6 IAMIC as a partner in the MINSTREL Project
(See Annex III: Brochure Minstrel Project)
The MINSTREL project (MusIc Network Supporting Trans-national exchange and dissemination of
music Resources at European Level) is co-financed by the European Union under the Culture 20072013 programme of the European Commission with the participation of 12 cultural organisations from
11 European countries: Greece (leader), Slovakia, Poland, Austria, Cyprus, Belgium, Slovenia, Czech
Republic, Portugal, Croatia and Latvia under the support of International Association of Music
Information Centres (IAMIC) and the General Directorate of Contemporary Culture of the Hellenic
Ministry of Culture and Tourism.
MINSTREL is a project adapted to the needs of IAMIC’s members. It’s aim is to promote worldwide
local music, information and professionals as well as to support music exchanges and the
transnational mobility of musicians. MINSTREL has is a 3 year project.
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Representation
15

The representation of IAMIC and the promotion of its mission and activities and the work of its
members during international conferences, seminars and fairs is important. IAMIC advocates for and
raises awareness on the importance of the documentation and the promotion of music in a specific
country. By attending these specialised conferences and fairs, IAMIC gets in touch with a diversity of
organisations that it connects with its member organisations.
Results:
 Raised visibility of IAMIC, its members and their activities thanks to IAMIC’s presence at
seminars, conferences and fairs related to a specific type of music;
 Awareness-raising concerning the documentation and promotion of music throughout Europe
and internationally;
 Foundation laid for new partnerships and potential members;
 Start of new projects/activities;
 Exchange of information and knowhow increased.

7.1 European Forum on Music
18 -21 April 2013
Glasgow (UK)
Website European Forum of Music
Over 120 music practitioners from across Europe came to Glasgow to discuss the role of music in the
regeneration of cities, and whether, and if so then how, this can be applied to a broader European
context.
The Scottish town of Glasgow, a UNESCO City of Music, which since the 1980s has been undergoing a
transformation from a former industrial city to a cultural and creative metropolis, was chosen as the
setting for the Forum.
The opening speeches were held by Pete Wishart, Member of Parliament for the Scottish National
Party and former Runrig keyboard player, and Simon Frith, sociomusicologist from the University of
Edinburgh.
The Secretary of IAMIC, Stef Coninx and President of EMC as well An-Heleen De Greef (Executive
Manager of IAMIC), represented IAMIC. They emphasized the specific role of IAMIC within the music
networks after Ann Branch of Education and Culture DG of the European Commission gave an up-date
on the current programme negotiations and advise on next steps of the Creative Europe Programme.
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7.2 Classical Next
29 May - 1 June 2013
Vienna (Austria)
Website Classical Next
(Annex IV: Presentation IAMIC)
Classical:NEXT is a unique music meeting which is dedicated exclusively to classical and art music.
All sectors of classical music meet each other and it welcomes all approaches, from traditional to
experimental, with a focus on the future. It also functions as an open platform. The fair is divided in
three parts: the Expo functions as a trade fair for companies and institutions and as the place for
cross-sector networking, offering meeting space for all delegates. The Conference helps delegates
keep up-to-date and oriented towards the future with its presentations, discussions, one-to-one
mentoring and networking formats. Showcases are a unique opportunity to experience many artists
and projects in a short period of time through short concerts as well as film and video screenings.
IAMIC was asked again to lead a network session due to the success of the previous year: “IAMIC, a
Catalyst and Facilitator of European and International Projects, and how the Minstrel
Project is enhancing musical mobility.” The session was cordinated by An-Heleen De Greef,
Executive Manager (IAMIC) and Kostas Moschos, Director of IEMA (GMIC) and project leader of
MINSTREL.

An-Heleen informed the audience on what IAMIC has to offer, what its members can offer and how it
facilitates the mobility of artists and artworks.
Kostas demonstrated through MINSTREL, an initiative of a collaborative EU project realised by several
MICs, how music information centres can help to enhance the mobility of artists and promote musical
works. He explained that the Minstrel Project is implemented by 12 cultural organisations and aims to
support the circulation of new works and enhance the mobility of musicians. He also stated that the
project creates an internet platform where any ‘owner’ of a musical product in digital form
(composers, performers, archives) can distribute their content at any nominated price. He finally
pointed out that the project includes a European database of music ensembles, music organisers and
promoters, showcases for music ensembles and several transnational events such as Music Exchanges
between countries, music residencies, festivals etc.
The presentation of IAMIC and IEMA was welcomed with great interest by the participants. As a
consequence, Classical Next offered IAMIC to participate again at the Network session in 2014.
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7.3 WOMEX
23-27 October 2012
Cardiff (Wales)
Website of Womex

WOMEX is a World Music Expo, the most important international professional market of world music of
every kind. This international fair brings together professionals from the worlds of folk, root, ethnic
and traditional music and also includes concerts and conferences. It contributes to networking as an
effective means of promoting music and culture of all kinds across borders.
It is indeed important for IAMIC to attend this type of events as it gives the opportunity to meet
professionals from the world music scene and meet potential members. In the case of IAMIC,
representatives of Ministries of Culture and organisations dealing with promotion, information or
documentation of music are particularly useful. For the 2013 session, IEMA, MINSTREL and IAMIC
shared one stand.

7.4 Other activities related to representation in 2013
Besides the conferences and fairs mentioned above, IAMIC participated at a number of
representational activities. This had a beneficial effect on IAMIC and its members in terms of
networking and cooperations (See Programmes in Annex V):


European Culture Forum 2013, 4-6 November 2013, BOZAR, Brussels - BELGIUM

IAMIC participated at the European Culture Forum together with other international and European
Networks. It was an ideal opportunity to liaise with the officers of the European Commission, to get to
know better the objectives of the new Creative Europe, and to hold meetings with fellow networks
such as ECHO, EMC, NEMO, and Culture Action Europe. The main themes of the Forum were:
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Measuring the true value of culture and the functioning of the cultural eco-system



Funding culture in the digital era, looking at new funding models based on developing
loyalty and building communities of followers, as well as institution centered models, such
as corporate sponsorship, co-production and artistic interventions in business or public
services



Audience development and making cultural participation a reality, looking at holistic, 360°
strategies, reaching non-audiences, participatory art, and partnerships and synergies with
other sectors

EU XXL FORUM 2013 12-14, Künstlerhaus, Vienna - AUSTRIA

Ol’gá represented IAMIC at the EU XXL Forum as a member of the panel “Solidarność”:
collecting societies are under fire. Not in keeping with the time, not transparent, unclear distribution
of accumulated money – these are the accusations, above all from the side of the artist. On the other
hand, the saying goes: “We artists ARE the collecting societies.” What is this doing to solidarity
exactly? For it is precisely the artists who specify the distribution basis at the respective general
assemblies and could also change the system. But they don’t. Solidarność or a medieval caste system?
And, can one survive as an artist without being a member of a collecting society? How can we
optimise the system? This topic will be discussed on the example of the music branch.
Please click here to view the live debate.
Access to Culture Platform – 14 June 2013, European Commission, Brussels –
BELGIUM

IAMIC participated as a guest at the plenary meeting of the platform “Access to Culture” . At this
occasion, IAMIC was given the opportunity to present itself with the view to become a member of the
platform. During this plenary session, a member of the European commission was invited to give
some explanations about the structured dialogue process and about the Creative Europe
Programme. Besides, a fundamental discussion about the objectives of the platform took place.
Finally, the progresses within the working groups was presented: the Audience Participation
working Group invited colleagues to join in “Conversations on Europe”, a publication on citizenship
and its cultural component. The Arts, Rights and Justice Working Group, invited colleagues to
assist in facilitating the presentation at the European parliament on “The Right to Freedom of Artistic
Expression and Creation”. The Education and Learning Working Group continued its activities
and would propose concrete actions very soon.
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8

Visibility

8.1 Digital Presence IAMIC
IAMIC decided in 2013 to continue to explore the possibilities of social media such as Facebook.
Therefore it further elaborated its IAMIC Facebook page. IAMIC furthermore continued to develop its
member area to facilitate the exchange of information and expertise among its members.
Results:




Intensified connection with the public in a more lively and accessible way through social
networking: Facebook page further developed;
Increased accessibility to innovative software and tools for documentation and promotion;
Increased profile of IAMIC in Europe and internationally.

8.2 Promotional material IAMIC
(See Annex V: Brochure – Flyer – Poster IAMIC)
The IAMIC brochure, flyer and poster continued to be an important tool to inform potential members
and the public at large. The Brochure was particularly successful and distributed in hard copy and
digitally.

9

The IAMIC Network

IAMIC has a wide network of contacts within other international networks. IAMIC is therefore a bridge
between its members and these networks. The long-term cooperative relationships between IAMIC
and these networks have developed through the long existence of IAMIC. MICs are high-level
influential bodies and have excellent relations within the artistic life of their country. Through IAMIC
they share their contacts as well with colleagues abroad. Information can be shared quickly through
all networks.
IAMIC is a member of European Music Council/International Music Council (EMC-IMC), Culture Action
Europe and the Ana Lindt Foundation. Trough different members IAMIC is related to ISCM, IAML,
EMC-IMC, EMO, EJN, IMC-MCA (Australia) and ECPNM.

10 Partnerships
10.1 The International Music Council
The International Music Council is stated by the UNESCO as
their advisory body on music matters. The European Music
Council is the European network of networks for music, with a
membership of national music councils as well as local,
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national and international music organisations that are based in Europe. In line with the International
Music Council’s principles, the EMC’s strategies and actions honour human and cultural rights. In
situations where musical integrity and commercial gain are in conflict, the EMC gives priority to
musical integrity. The EMC strongly supports youth participation in decision-making processes.
Stef Coninx, IAMIC Secretary serves as Treasurer at the EMC Board, which led to the connection of a
better and in depth cooperation and information flow between both networks.

10.2 Culture Action Europe
Culture Action Europe is an advocacy and lobby organisation
promoting arts and culture as a building block of the
European project. Their aim is to influence European policies
for more and better access to culture across the continent
and beyond. Through this membership IAMIC receives
accurate information about the European Union and
European projects and has a voice in advocating for good
European culture policies.

10.3 International Society for Contemporary Music (ISCM)
The International Society for Contemporary Music (ISCM) is an important international network of
members from around fifty countries, devoted to the promotion and presentation of contemporary
music - the music of our time.
At the winter meeting in Nice the board of IAMIC and ISCM had a common meeting to talk about their
activities and identify common future challenges and benefits and come to a more structured
collaboration.
Each year, ISCM presents the World Music Days Festival
, hosted by one of their members, which provides a
feast of contemporary music across a broad range of
contemporary practice. During this international new
music event the ISCM-IAMIC award was presented.

10.4 Ana Lindh Foundation
The purpose of the Ana Lindh Foundation is to bring
people together from across the Mediterranean to
improve mutual respect between cultures. Since its
launch in 2005, the Anna Lindh Foundation has launched
and supported action across fields impacting on mutual
perceptions among people of different cultures and
beliefs, as well as developing a region-wide Network of over 3000 civil society organisations.
The Anna Lindh Foundation facilitates and supports the action of civil society of the EuroMediterranean Region in priority fields which affects the capacity for individuals and groups to share
values and live together. The Foundation’s programme is focused on activities in fields which are
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essential for human and social dialogue: Education and Youth; Culture and Arts; Peace and Coexistence; Values, Religion and Spirituality; Cities and Migration; Media.
The Anna Lindh Foundation offers a range of resources and support tools both for our members of the
networks and for other civil society organisations. This include the possiblity:





To
To
To
To

search for a partner inside our network of over 3000 civil society organisations
apply for one of our grants
nominate or to vote for one of our awards and recognitions programme
post a project idea and look for partners and support to develop it

11 Members
11.1 IAMIC Members in 2013
IAMIC has 31 members from Europe, 2 from Oceania, 1 form US, 1 from Middle East, 2 from Asia and
1 from Canada.
Nr
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Country
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Canada
Croatia
Czech Republic
Cyprus
Denmark
Great Britain
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand
Poland
Portugal
Great Britain/ Scotland
Slovakia
Slovenia
South Korea
Sweden
Switzerland

Music Information Centre
Australian Music Centre
Music Information Centre Austria
Flanders Music Centre
CeBeDem
Matrix
Canadian Music Centre
Croatian Music Information Centre KDZ
Czech Music Information Centre
Cyprus Music Information Centre
Danish Arts Agency
Sound and Music
Estonian Music Information Centre
Finnish Music Information Centre
Centre de Documentation de la Musique Contemporaine
German Music Information Centre
Greek Music Information Centre
BMC - Hungarian Music Information Centre
Iceland Music Information Centre
Contemporary Music Centre Ireland
Israel Music Information Centre
CIDIM – Italian National Music Council
Latvian Music Information Centre
Lithuanian Music Information and Publishing Centre
Luxembourg Music Information Centre
Gaudeamus Muziekweek
Centre for New Zealand Music SOUNZ
Polish Music Information Centre
Miso Music Portugal
Scottish Music Centre
Music Centre Slovakia
Slovene Music Information Centre Society
Korean Music information Centre
Svensk Musik
Foundation SUISA pour la Musique
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35
36
37
38

Turkey
Ukraine
United States
Great Britain / Wales Ty
Cerdd

Borusan Foundation
Ukrainian Composers Society
American Music Center
Welsh Music Information Centre
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12 Support
12.1 Grants and funding
Without the financial support of the Culture Programme (2007 – 2013) of the European Commission
and the Flemish Government, many of IAMIC’s activities and their public benefit would not have taken
place. IAMIC received administrative grants supporting general decision making structures and bodies
as well as the office, including the day-to-day needs of the organization.
a.

In 2011 IAMIC received the following grants
The Flemish Government, Ministry of Culture, Youth, Sport and
Media: “International initiatives within the framework of the art
decree”

Funded with the support from the European Commission:
Operating Grant from the Education, Audiovisual and Culture
Executive Agency from the European Commission.

12.2 Support
a.
Members
The continuous support of its members is of utmost importance of IAMIC. IAMIC was specially
supported by the Flemish Music Centre, where it holds its offices. This voluntary contribution of the
members is indeed very valuable for a network such as IAMIC.
b.
Committees
IAMIC members have the ability to contribute to the network by participating in a committee. In 2012
3 Committees were functioning on a regular basis, composed and chaired by members,
besides the Research Committee: the Communications Working Group and the Technology, Software
and Innovation Platform, reach contributing to the development of one aspect of the Association and
the MICs’ work.
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13 Financial Report 2013

Costs

2013

Services and various products
Salaries
Depreciations and provisions (+/-)
Value adjustment taken back
Various operating costs
Financial costs
Exceptional costs

78.269,05
72.279,95
0,00
0,00
46,72
346,17
3.859,89

Total costs

Revenue
Registration fees
Recovery of costs abroad
Contributions
Contributions to winter meeting
Project contributions
Flemish Community subsidy
European Commission subsidy
Income tax deducted at source not
to be transferred
Meal vouchers contribution.
Financial revenue
Total revenue
Result

154.801,78

2013
23.165,00
10.186,19
23.598,24
2.990,00
15.370,00
15.000,00
59.840,00
583,67
245,25
3.401,22
154.379,57
2013

Revenue

154.379,57

Costs

154.801,78

Financial year result (+/-)

-422,21
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14 Annexes
Annex I: Conference Proceedings IAMIC Annual Conference/Meeting 2013 – Slovakia/Austria
Annex II: Report IAMIC Exchange Programme 2013
Annex III: Minstrel Project
Annex IV: Report 2nd Forum on Festivals in the Arab Region
Annex V: Presentation IAMIC Office Exchange Programme at EMC Forum on Music- Istanbul – Turkey
Annex VI: Presentation IAMIC at Classical Next
Annex VII: Forum for Young Leaders: Art as Cultural Diplomacy
Annex VIII: Programmes of Seminars and Conferences
Annex IX: Brochure – Flyer – Poster IAMIC
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